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Tacrom Services SRL was founded in Romania on July 28th, 2006. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of KATT Gmbh, which is headquartered in Celle, Germany. The founding goal of Tacrom was to provide a full range of services to upstream oil and gas producers in Eastern Europe and surrounding areas. To that end we are proud to say that we now provide all engineering and pumping services in Fracturing, Acidizing, Coiled Tubing and Sand Control.

Our staff of fully trained local and expat engineers, support supervisors, and operators have the principle goal maintaining safety in the work place and protection of the environment and customer assets.

We have a large inventory of all required chemicals and materials and an international network of suppliers who can provide materials quickly. Our technologies are constantly upgraded to ensure the newest and most efficient equipment, materials and processes are utilized. Examples of new technology introduced since TRS began operations are:

1. Stimulation modeling using MProd and NPV during hydraulic fracturing to ensure optimized designs and treatments.
2. All pumping operations are fully process controlled.
3. Set up of a fully functional fluid testing facility at our base.
4. Introduction of resin coated ceramic and natural proppants to reduce Flowback.
5. Introduction of Ultra-Light Weight Proppant for Partial Monolayer treatments.
6. Introduction of stable foam CT Cleaners on low pressure wells.
7. Introduction of a hot oil treatment on paraffin plugged wells and pipelines.
8. Introduction of delayed and self-diverting acid systems for Matrix treatments.

The founding goal of Tacrom was to provide a full range of services to upstream oil and gas producers in Eastern Europe and surrounding areas.

Our customers appreciate our flexibility and the customer service that we provide. As well as Romania, we have performed jobs in Azerbaijan, Turkey, Bulgaria, Albania and Turkmenistan.

We are expanding our service lines constantly to continue to offer practical solutions for the production problems encountered by our customers.
Tacrom Drilling S.R.L. was founded in 2008 with the goal of offering drilling services while addressing the problem of a shortage of modern, mobile rigs in Romania. As the general contractor, Tacrom Drilling S.R.L. takes care of all services required to present the completed well to the customer for the quoted price. Our preferred market at that time was shallow-medium gas and oil wells and continues to be so. Our hydraulic top drive rigs have a hook load rating of 75 tones and typically drill wells 1500 meters or less. By using vertical pipe racks our footprint is extremely small and reduces land owner problems and well site preparation costs. The drilling fleet was expanded by two 130 tones mobile drilling rigs with self-standing devices and 700 HP Top Drives for horizontal drilling application. Our goal was, and still is, a fast and efficient rig move, setup and drill. By streamlining the entire system we have been able to keep the number of loads for a typical rig move to a minimum. Fewer loads and faster setup means faster turn around and reduced cost. Along with our in-house engineers we subcontract to companies skilled or specializing in well site preparation, drilling fluids, directional drilling and casing tools to offer a full service, turnkey option.

Examples of new technology introduced since TRD began operations are:

1. Integration of all services into one frame contract. Offering turnkey pricing.
2. Improved mud systems and drilling procedures with less formation damage.
3. Introduction of cement additives for improved isolation in shallow wells.
4. Greatly reduced footprint therefore reduced environmental damage.
5. Introduction of external casing packers for faster well completion.
6. Introduction of Durabase mat system for reduced environmental effects.
7. Drilled the shallowest horizontal wells in Europe.
8. Fast drilling cycles along with extremely fast rig moves.

Tacrom Drilling S.R.L. takes care of all services required to present the completed well to the customer for the quoted price.

Tacrom Drilling S.R.L. strives to fill a niche market. Our equipment is custom built to focus on the shallow-medium well market.

Our highly trained staff, together with our purpose built rigs and auxiliary equipment, allows us to offer extremely efficient drilling programs.

All drilling parameters are controlled by strict company procedures and result in highly productive wells time after time.
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